7 KEYS THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR
LIFE!
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Decisions create seasons. Not God. Not the Calendar.
You are one decision away from your next season!
You are the person responsible for how long you stay in one season.
Honor is earth’s greatest law. If you master the law of honor, you
have mastered life itself.
The first FOUR commandments deal with how to HONOR God
while the last SIX deal with how to HONOR Men. Dishonor for both
will cost you heaven.
Your success will be determined by whom you’ve chosen to
HONOR.
I wish I could tell you that if you had a great father you’ll be
successful but Solomon and Absalom had the same father. One
succeeded and the other failed. Why? One practiced honor towards
the father and the other one didn’t.
I wish I could tell you that if you had breakfast every morning with a
man of God you’d be successful but Demas and Timothy did,
however, only one succeeded. Why? Timothy chose to honor Paul.
WISDOM is the ability to recognize DIFFERENCE in people.
HONOR is REWARDING that DIFFERENCE in them. John did,
Judas didn’t.
Do not treat everybody the same. If you do, how do you
honor/reward the faithful?

1. YOUR REWARDS IN LIFE ARE DETERMINED BY THE PROBLEMS
YOU SOLVE
 Problems are introductions to a reward system. When you choose
the problem that you solve, you choose your salary.
 When I solve a problem I obligate the universe to reward me.
 When I solve a problem I prompt favor. Wherever there is favor
there is supply.
 When you solve a problem you create a memory.
 Master the art of receiving. People don’t fail in life because they
don’t give. They fail because they don’t know how to receive.
Receive the opportunity to solve a problem joyfully!
2. SATAN WILL ALWAYS ATTACK THOSE NEXT IN LINE FOR
PROMOTION
 Adversarial/demonic activity around you is evidence that heaven
has dispatched a miracle your way.
 You can only be promoted after you have overcome
 An enemy is also as important as a friend
 An enemy is necessary for your future. Until you have a goliath,
you’re stuck with sheep and manure (David’s story)
 An adversary is evidence that God has used up the benefits of
your present season and is birthing a new supply.


3. WHAT YOU’RE WILLING TO WALK AWAY FROM DETERMINES
WHAT GOD WILL GBRING YOU TO
What you’re willing to walk away from you have mastered
4. WHAT YOU’RE WILLING TO MAKE HAPPEN TO OTHER SGOD
WIL MAKE HAPPEN FOR YOU

God always says that anything you do in an attempt to obey Him will be
rewarded!
5. THE SEASONS OF YOUR LIFE WILL CHANGE EVERYTIME YOU
DECIDE TO USE YOUR FAITH
 God responds to faith not pain or tears. Jesus didn’t have the woman
with the issue of blood in His agenda. But she had Him in on her
agenda.
 It’s important that your enemies never forget you. God will prepare a
table for you in their presence…
 You’re nobody until someone hates you. There must be people
REACTING to your BLESSINGS.
 God’s only pleasure is to be trusted therefore He schedules
ILLOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS for you so that He may be
PLEASURED.
 Every seed contains a different harvest (Psalm 41; Isaiah 58).
However, the harvest will only be realized after you sow with faith.
 Battle is the seed for territory. You’re a walking collection of seeds.
Sow yourself DAILY.
 When you sow downwards to the poor you get health; when you
sow upwards to the priest you get wealth

6. WHAT YOU RESPECT YOU WILL ATTRACT
 If you fail I can trace it to a person you dishonored. If you succeed,
I can trace it to a person you honored.
 Show me what you don’t have in your life and I’ll show you what
you don’t value.
 Honor will take you further than genius.
 Honor will take you in a day what work won’t in a year.
 If you master HONOR, you will scale any height of success.

 Honor will bring wealth your way. Exercise greater honor to
access greater wealth. If the devil knew that money would make
you backslide he’d double your income weekly.
 Whatever is MISSING in your life is something you didn’t KNOW
HOW TO RECEIVE.
 Prosperity in life is not so much about giving; It’s also about
mastering the art of receiving.
7. SEED FAITH IS SOWING HWAT YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO
CREATE WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN PROMISED.
 Pain doesn’t create change but the desire of change does.
 Don’t be afraid of demons; be afraid of being stupid. Why? The
CHANGE that you experience in your life will be proportionate to
your KNOWLEDGE.
 Something I’ve been given will help me get what I’ve been
promised.
 God had a Son but wanted a family so He sowed the Son…
 Every time you sow a seed, give it an instruction (Jacob’s 7 year
work for Rachel)
 Your seed is a conversation about your faith; your faith is a
conversation about your future.
 Your seed is a voice in the future.
 If you keep what you have, it becomes your HARVEST; If you sow
what you have it becomes your SEED.
 Every time you ask God for a miracle, ‘God will ALWAYS give
you a DIVINE INSTRUCTION. Obeying it will yield your miracle.
The instruction that God gives will never be impossible but there
are times that it will be ILLOGICAL.
 I can create any experience in my life using my seed.
 You’re one person from your miracle.
 Your next season is not separated from you by a calendar but by
who likes you.

 It takes one person for you to move from the fields of Boaz to his
courtyard.
 Nothing leaves heaven until something leaves the earth.

